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Abstract. The photodisintegration cross section of the 9 Be(1/2+ ) state is investigated in
a framework of the α + α + n three-body model. The 1/2+ state of 9 Be locates just above
the three-body threshold, and the s-wave neutron property of this state is a long-standing
problem. It has been a topic of quite interest in relation to the breakup mechanism of 9 Be
into the 8 Be(0+ ) + n and (α + α + n) channels.

1 Introduction
The elements heavier than iron are mainly produced by the r-process in supernovae [1]. The
8
Be(n, γ)9 Be is one of the signiﬁcant reaction in the neutron rich r-process [2]. Buchmann et
al. [3] discussed the calculation of this reaction rate. They reported that the stellar reaction rate
of 8 Be(n, γ)9 Be depends strongly on the properties of the 1/2+ state of 9 Be just located above the
α + α + n three-body threshold energy. The ﬁrst excited 9 Be(1/2+ ) state has been investigated in
various types of experiment. The energy of the 1/2+ for the unbound state was suggested based on
electron scattering [4], proton scattering [5] and photodisintegration [6, 7].
The measurement of the 8 Be(n, γ)9 Be reaction cross section is not able since there does not exist a stable conﬁguration with 8 Be (the lifetime of 8 Be is very short about 10−16 s). Inversely, the
8
Be(n, γ)9 Be reaction cross section can be deduced from the inverse 9 Be(γ, n)8 Be reaction. The measured photodisintegration cross sections of the 1/2+ state of 9 Be in Refs. [6, 8] are inconsistent with
recent new experimental value [7]. Although many studies have been performed, the structure of the
9
Be(1/2+ ) state by using various theoretical models has not been settled yet.
The purpose of this work is to discuss the structure of the 9 Be(1/2+ ) state. We apply the complex scaling method (CSM) [9–12] to an α + α + n three-body model to investigate the structure
of the 1/2+ state. The low-lying peak in the photodisintegration cross section of the 9 Be(1/2+ ) is
calculated and compared with the recent measurement [7]. To explain the low-energy peak in the
calculated photodisintegration cross section, each component (two- and three-body continuum states)
in the three-body contributions to the total cross section is calculated. In order to see the eﬀect of each
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component on the total cross section clearly, we calculate the decomposed E1 transition strengths for
the 1/2+ state. In particular, we focus on the contributions of the 9 Be(1/2+ ) state.
It is particular interest to compare the structure of the 9 Be(1/2+ ) state with another higher excited
state of 9 Be. For this purpose, the structure study of the 1/2+ and 5/2+ is useful. For the 1/2+ state,
the eigenvalue distribution of the low-lying 1/2+ state is calculated in CSM but a resonance energy
is not obtained. We ﬁnd a peak in photodisintegration cross section using the α + α + n three-body
model, which agrees well with the newly measured data [7]. On the other hand, the 5/2+ state, a
resonance energy and the contribution to the E1 strength are calculated.

2 Theoretical framework
2.1 Three-body model

The Hamiltonian for the relative motion of the α + α + n three-body system for 9 Be is given as
Ĥ =

3


ti − T c.m. +

i=1

2


Vαn (ξi ) + Vαα + VPF + V3 ,

(1)

i=1

where ti and T c.m. are kinetic operators for each particle and the center-of-mass of the system, respectively. The interactions between the neutron and the i-th α particle are given as Vαn (ξi ), where ξi is
the relative coordinate between them. We here employ the KKNN potential [13] for Vαn subsystem.
The Vαα is the potential of a subsystem for the α + α interaction and we apply a folding potential [14]
of the eﬀective nuclear and Coulomb forces. The three-body potential V3 is explicitly given as
V3 = v3 b exp (−μρ2 ),

(2)

where ρ is the hyper-radius of the α + α + n three-body system. In the present calculation, we use the
pseudo potential VPF to take account of the Pauli principle between clusters.
We investigate the properties of the unbound states of 9 Be by using the CSM. The CSM has been
applied to investigate many-body resonance states and study of its structures. The complex-scaled
Schrödinger equation is expressed using the complex-scaled Hamiltonian Ĥ θ as
Ĥ θ ΨνJ (θ) = EΨνJ (θ),

(3)

where J is the total spin of the α + α + n and ν is the state index. The Jacobi coordinates ri for the
relative motion of the α + α + n three-body system are transformed as ri → ri eiθ (i = 1, 2) with a real
parameter θ. The U(θ) operates on a function ΨνJ , that is,
ΨνJ (θ) = U(θ)ΨνJ (r) = e 2 iθ ΨνJ (reiθ ).
3

(4)

The complex scaled Hamiltonian of inter cluster motion is given by
Ĥ(θ) = U(θ)ĤU −1 (θ).

(5)

2.2 Photodisintegration cross section

Photodisintegration cross section σγn
9

Be(3/2− ) + γ → n + α + α,
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(6)
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Table 1. The calculated binding energies, charge- and matter radii with and without three-body potential are
given. a Reference [15]; b Reference [16]; c Reference [17].

with V3
without V3
Exp.

Eg.s. [MeV]
1.57
2.14
1.5736a

Rch [fm]
2.53
2.50
2.519±0.012b

Rm [fm]
2.42
2.39
2.38±0.01c

v3b [MeV]
1.10
-

μ [fm−2 ]
0.02
-

calculated in terms of the multi-pole response which can be expressed as the following form
 2λ−1
dB(Eλ, Eγ )
(2π)3 (λ + 1) Eγ
γ
σEλ (Eγ ) =
dEγ
λ[(2λ + 1)!!]2 c

(7)

In this work, we consider the E1 transitions from the 3/2− ground state to the unbound states in 9 Be
using the complex-scaled Green’s function, which contribute to the 9 Be(γ, n)8 Be cross section as
σγE1 (Eγ ) =

16π3 dB(E1, Eγ )
Eγ
.
9c
dEγ

(8)

3 Results
The calculated charge radii, matter radii and binding energy of 9 Be are shown in Table 1. These
quantities of the 9 Be(3/2− ) ground state is calculated from the α + α + n three-body threshold with
(v3b = 1.10 MeV, μ = 0.02 fm−2 ) and without (v3b = 0) three-body potential. The experimental data
are taken from Refs. [15–17]. We can see a good agreement between our calculated results with
three-body potential and experimental data. This indicates that these quantities of the 9 Be ground
state are well established by v3b = 1.10 MeV, μ = 0.02 fm−2 .
The recent measurement of the 9 Be(γ, n) reaction using nearly mono-energetic photon beams reported that the photodisintegration cross section rises sharply to the peak just above the 8 Be(0+ ) + n
threshold [7]. To explain this feature of the photodisintegration, we employ a three-body α + α + n
model by adding the three-body potential. To discuss the observed sharp peak just above the
8
Be(0+ ) + n threshold in the photodisintegration cross section, we change the strength v3b for the
1/2+ state. The range μ is ﬁxed as the same as used in the ground state for all calculations. With a
negative (attractive) strength of the three-body potential v3b = −1.02 MeV, we can reproduce newly
measured cross section as shown in Fig. 1. We ﬁnd that the calculated cross sections show the dependence on the strength of the three-body potential as shown in Fig. 1. This result is interesting and
suggests the existence of the three-body unbound state of 9 Be(1/2+ ), such as a resonance or virtual
state. In relation to the cross section, we discuss the character of the 1/2+ state.
We investigate the origin of the low-lying peak above the 8 Be(0+ ) + n threshold in detail. For this
purpose, we show the distribution of the energy eigenvalues of the 1/2+ states by using the CSM. The
Eq. (1) reproduces all the threshold energies of α + α + n, 8 Be+n and 5 He+α in 9 Be. Using Eq. (1)
with three-body potential v3b = −1.02 MeV, μ = 0.02 fm−2 parameters, we do not obtain the 1/2+
resonance of 9 Be as shown in Fig. 2. But it reproduces the observed peak as shown in Fig. 1.
The advantage of the CSM is to decompose the unbound states into resonant and nonresonant
continuum states by rotating the branch cut on the complex energy plane with a parameter θ. As a
result, we can separate a physical quantity into two parts associated with resonant and nonresonant
continuum states. Using the CSM, we decompose the E1 transition strength calculated with v3b =
−1.02 MeV into 8 Be(0+ ) + n and α + α + n components for the 1/2+ state as shown in Fig. 3(a), to
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Figure 1. Calculated photodisintegration cross
sections in comparison with the experimental data.
The experimental data are taken from Refs. [6] and
[7]. The arrow indicates the threshold energy of
the 8 Be(0+ ) + n channel. The red (dashed) and
blue (dotted) lines are results with and without the
three-body potential, where v3b = 1.10 MeV and
μ = 0.02 fm−2 . The black (solid) line represents
the cross section calculated by using an attractive
three-body potential with v3b = −1.02 MeV.

Figure 2. Distribution of energy eigenvalues of
the J π = 1/2+ states measured from the α + α + n
threshold with scaling angle θ = 15 degrees. The
three-body potential with v3b = −1.02 MeV and
μ = 0.02 fm−2 is applied. The red (solid), blue
(dashed), and green (dotted) lines represent the
branch cuts for α + α + n, 8 Be(0+ ) + n, and
5
He(3/2− ) + α continua, respectively

Figure 3. Decomposed E1 transition strengths for the (a) J π = 1/2+ and (b) J π = 5/2+ states. The red (solid) and
blue (open) lines are of the total E1 and α + α + n contributions. The dashed violet lines in (a) and (b) denote
the results of 8 Be(0+ ) + n continuum and resonance contributions, respectively.

see the dominant contribution in the cross section [18]. The 5 He(3/2− ) + α contribution is found to
be negligible in the low-lying region, and we do not show it in Fig. 3(a). From Fig. 3(a), we see that
the 8 Be(0+ ) + n component is almost identical to the total cross section. This fact indicates that the
8
Be(0+ ) + n decay is dominant in the photodisintegration. This decay mode should be related to the
structure of the 1/2+ state of 9 Be.
Including calculations of the 9 Be(5/2+ ) state, we try to understand structure of the 9 Be(1/2+ ) state.
To see the structure of the 9 Be(5/2+ ) state, the decomposed E1 transition strength is quite important
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Figure 4. Distribution of energy eigenvalues of J = 5/2+ states measured from the α + α + n threshold with
scaling angle θ = 15 degrees. The three-body potential with v3b = −0.3 MeV and μ = 0.02 fm−2 is applied. The
red (solid), blue (dashed), and green (dotted) lines are same as that in Fig. 2. The red triangle is obtained resonant
pole.

to see the dominant contribution in the cross section. The decomposed E1 transition strengths of
the 9 Be(5/2+ ) are shown in Fig. 3(b). This result indicates that the obtained resonance state gives a
dominant contribution to the total E1 transition strength. The 5 He(3/2− )+α contribution is negligible,
similarly to the 1/2+ case, and it is not shown in Fig. 3(b).
The complex energy of resonant state is obtained as E θ = Er − iΓ/2, when tan−1 (Γ/2Er ) < 2θ.
Using Eq. (1) and with v3b = −0.3 MeV strength, we solve the complex scaled eigenvalue problem
for the 9 Be(5/2+ ) and is presented in Fig 4. One resonant pole of the 9 Be(5/2+ ) state is obtained as
(Er , Γ) = (1.47, 0.32) MeV, which agree with the experimental data [15] (1.475, 0.282) MeV. Using
this result, we calculate the E1 transition strength, which is shown in Fig. 3 (b).

4 Discussions and Summary
The character of the 9 Be(1/2+ ) state is investigated by using the photodisintegration reaction with
the α + α + n three-body model and the CSM. The calculated photodisintegration cross sections into
the 1/2+ states are shown to have dependence on the strength of the three-body potential for the 1/2+
state. The experimental cross section shows the sharp peak just above the 8 Be(0+ )+n threshold, which
is nicely reproduced with the attractive three-body potential. We do not obtain any resonance poles for
the 1/2+ states in explaining the peak in the cross section. From the decomposition of the calculated
cross section, it is shown that the 8 Be(0+ ) + n continuum states dominates the cross section to the 1/2+
states. We also calculate the 9 Be(5/2+ ) state and a resonance energy is obtained. The decomposed
E1 transition strengths of the 9 Be(5/2+ ) state are indicated that the obtained resonance state is given
dominant contribution to the total E1 transition strength. These results indicate the possibility of the
virtual-state nature of the ﬁrst excited 1/2+ state of 9 Be.
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